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The NCC Program bike and pedestrian 
improvements complement a network of trails 
in North County, including the 44-mile Coastal 
Rail Trail between the City of Oceanside and 
the City of San Diego.

A new bike and pedestrian overpass 
will be constructed at Union Street 
to provide better coastal access 
for those on the east side of I-5

The planned North Coast Bike Trail will provide 
north-south connectivity throughout the corridor

LEGEND

Existing Bike Paths/Trails
New/Improved Connection 
and/or Proposed North 
Coast Bike Trail

The north-south trail along  
the Los Peñasquitos Lagoon 
will be improved
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AFTER

A new trail suspended from the highway 
bridge at Manchester Avenue will provide 
north-south connectivity

Interstate 5 North Coast Corridor Project – Design Guidelines
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Lagoon Bridge – High Clearance with Pedestrian 
Crossing

View of lagoon bridges at lagoon edge

Pedestrian bridge suspended from main structure

Pedestrian bridge under main bridge deck

View from pedestrian bridge suspended from main structure looking north

These lagoon crossings also provide unique opportuni-
ties to enhance connectivity for trail users, nature lovers, 
hikers, runners, equestrians, and wildlife. Two types of 
lagoon crossings have been identified: low crossings and 
high crossings. Each of these crossing types requires a 
slightly different approach to how the inter-connectivity of 
the trails can be implemented. Each type is illustrated to 
show how these crossings can be achieved in a careful 
manner that enriches the experience for the users.

At the lagoon crossings, pedestrian connections will be 
constructed and accommodated below the bridge struc-
ture. One way that this structure may be attached to the 
bridge superstructure is by suspending the pedestrian 

Possible pedestrian crossing across lagoon

*Non-structural elements of pedestrian crossings would be maintained by a local agency.

bridge from the roadway haunched box bridges.  As 
indicated in the views on this page, this could be 
achieved by allowing the pedestrian bridge to occupy 
the space between the tapered box sections – this af-
fords more volume above the pedestrian bridge and 
gives those users a richer experience.

The notion of a simple hanging structure that sits 
lightly above the water contrasts with the heavi-
er concrete arch forms and emphasizes its lighter 
pedestrian function. The materials of the pedestrian 
bridge form should also contrast with the concrete 
bridge form with warmer, more natural finishes of 
weathered steel, light stainless steel mesh, and wood 
decking.

CONCEPTUAL SUSPENDED BRIDGE

A rebuilt overpass at MacKinnon Avenue will provide 
better bike and pedestrian access and connect to  
the future city park

An improved undercrossing at Encinitas 
Boulevard will include sidewalks and bike lanes, 
providing better east-west connectivity

BEFORE
AFTER

Updated March 2014. Information subject to change.

Closing Gaps in the  
Bicycle Trail Network
Key Improvements Between San Diego and Encinitas

For more information about these plans, please visit: 
KeepSanDiegoMoving.com/NCC


